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1. Biodiversity Loss: threatens the survival of human societies

Our planet has a big biodiversity problem

2. Lack of unbiased data to address the problem







Not only the World Economic Forum…
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Taxon bias: 
terrestrial animal biomass

“Ugly” species matter



Taxon bias: 
animal species diversity

“Ugly” species matter



Taxon bias: 
Ecosystem impact

Humans: annual meat/fish consumption: 400 mio. tons

“Ugly” species matter



Biodiversity data problem is worse at the global scale

Latitudinal 
species richness 
gradient



Insect data in GBIF:
• 169 million records
• 47 million specimens

GBIF insect data

Latitudinal data 
deficiency gradient



Biodiversity: overcome the taxon and geographic biases
• we need cost-effective methods for collecting data
• methods have to be suitable for machines and humans alike



Species Discovery Factory 

1. DiversityScanner:
Digitization with robots

2. Nanopore Sequencing:
Sorting with DNA barcodes

3. Identified images:
biomonitoring with AI

+ =



• robot finds insects in a sample 
• images each specimen 
• identifies the specimen
• measures specimen 
• prepares it for DNA sequencing



DiversityScanner
Biomass estimation
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2. Nanopore Sequencing

Mobile labs for biodiversity discovery:
- simplified, fast, and robust techniques for
specimen-based barcoding (10 cents/specimen)

- MinION: pocket-size sequencer
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3. Identified images:
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3. Identification with AI: training of Convolutional Neural Networks



3. Identification with AI: training of Convolutional Neural Networks

AI identification tools evolve
• common taxa benefit first
• evolve from family => genus => species



For how many species do we need AI identification tools?

Honduras:
7229 specimens in >1700 species

=> 23% of all specimens can be covered by AI tools for 20 species



99 spp. 57 spp. 43 spp.

20 spp. 17 spp. 92 spp. 47 spp. 104 spp.

For how many species do we need AI identification tools?



How to get started?

Natural environments: 
Step 1: process 1000 specimens for 500 sites/sample (half a million specimens)

=> discovery of 25,000 species
Step 2: image numerically important species and train AI tools 

=> AI tools for thousands of common species

Agricultural or forestry environments: 
fewer important species => fewer specimens need to be processed





- 4000 mosquitoes from Singapore processed 
=> ca. 120 species detected
=> females for ca. 10 species had visible blood meals
=> metabarcoding of gut content

Environmental impact of species: Molecular Ecology



22 specimens with 
blood meal in 
females 

Aedes sp. ZRCBDP00009685 



22 specimens with 
blood meal in 
females 

Aedes sp. ZRCBDP00009685 

=> high potential as an agent transmitting viruses between 
distantly related hosts, but fortunately with restricted 
distribution



• 3 specimens with 
blood (Pulau
Semakau, Pulau
Ubin)

• 634 specimens 
obtained throughout 
Singapore

Uranotaenia sp. ZRCBDP0009257





Conclusions

• The world expects us to monitor biodiversity holistically

• A major challenge is not enough and biased data

• Particularly data deficient are insects although they have high abundance 
and species diversity

• Fortunately, automation and machine learning can overcome this challenge 

=> cost-effective data generation tools for machines and humans are feasible




